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PROTECTIVE

EQUIPMENT

PROTECTIVE FACE SHIELD
HEAD STRAP WITH SHIELD

CERTIFIED TO

CERTIFIED TO

Anhang II der PSA-Verordnung
(EU) 2016/425

OEKO-TEX
CLASS II

EN 166 : 2001

MADE IN

GERMANY
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- Full face protection (mouth/nose/eyes)
- Comfortable to use due to soft forehead pad
- Easy to adjust elastic band
- Maximum head movement possible
- Suitable for use with glasses
- Optimal air circulation prevents shield from fogging
- One size fits all
- Surgical mask change possible without removing
protective face shield
- Replacement shields available
Art.No. 4798000100

Soft thick forehead pad
(15 mm)

Easy to adjust for a
perfect fit

Replaceable
shield

REPLACEMENT SHIELDS FOR
RENZ PROTECTIVE FACE SHIELD
10 Pieces
Art.No. 4798000110

KIDS

REPLACEMENT SHIELDS FOR
RENZ PROTECTIVE FACE SHIELD
Length 158cm
10 pieces
This is not medical equipment.
Used alone it is not suﬃcient to protect from infections. The additional use of a
surgical mask is highly recommended.

Art.No. 4798000112

Protective face shield is certiﬁed to:
EN 166.2001 PSA/Rev. 01 2.4.2020 – Test principles COVID-19 threat:
(EU) regulation 2016/425 PSA (March 9 th 2016) Category II (March 9 th 2016) according to Annex II
certiﬁed by ECS – 1120-ECS-20 as of April 17th 2020
ECS type approval– 1120-ECS-20 / MR 11201-ECS-20

PROTECTIVE FACE SHIELD MOUTH I NOSE
1x Chin Support, 2x Shields, 4x Rubber bands

ZERTIFIZIERT NACH

OEKO-TEX
CLASS II

MADE IN

GERMANY
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- Covers nose and mouth extensively
- Effectively blocks droplets from mouth and nose
- Facial expressions and lip-reading possible without restriction
- Ideal when your friendly smile counts (gastronomy/ service/ beauty/ hair)
- No impairment of the field of vision
- No fogging of the glasses
- Extremely light construction for high wearing comfort
- Ergonomic chin support for a secure and comfortable hold
- One size fits all - suitable for adults and children
- Chin support and shield can be disinfected
- Replacement shields available
- Made from high quality and skin-friendly materials
- Made in Germany
Art.No. 4798000101

Ergonomically shaped
chin support for high
wearing comfort

Elastic rubber
bands

Replaceable
shield

REPLACEMENT SHIELDS +
RUBBER BANDS
FOR RENZ
PROTECTIVE FACE SHIELD
MOUTH I NOSE
10 Pieces
Art.No. 4798000111

This is not medical equipment.
Used alone it is not sufficient to protect from infections.
The additional use of a surgical mask is highly recommended.

SUPPORT BAND
Support Band for use with face masks or RENZ FACE SHIELD MOUTH I NOSE

- Made of flexible plastic
- Easy to clean / disinfect (sterilizable up to 134°C)
- Unlimited re-use
- Increased comfort whilst wearing a mask or shield
- Especially suitable for wearers of glasses and hearing aids
- Hook design with four levels for individual tensioning and adjustment
- Prevents earache, irritation, inflammation and open wounds on the back of the ear
- Non-slip design
- Can be combined with all standard mouth and nose protection masks
- Made in Germany
Art.No. 4798000130

Can be combined with all
standard masks

4 levels for individual
adjustment

No cutting of the
rubber bands behind
the ears
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MADE IN

GERMANY

DISINFECTANT DISPENSER
CONTACTLESS SENSOR
- Non-contact disinfection of the hands by means of a built-in
infrared sensor
- Protection against cross-contamination
- Fine, large-area spray mist for economical dosage  
- No waste through dripping or uncontrolled spraying
- Easily accessible refill tank with 1000 ml capacity
- Fill level visible from outside
- Simple and quick wall mounting or on an aluminium profile stand
- Includes weather and UV-resistant hygiene symbol board for
attaching to the dispenser
- Battery operated (inc. 4x CC baby batteries)
- Power supply possible (power unit not included)
Art.No. 4798000200 Desinfektionsspender

Fine, large-area
spray mist

Capacity
1000 ml

HIGH QUALITY
DISINFECTANT(1000 ml)

MADE IN

GERMANY

- Refill bottle for RENZ Disinfectant Dispenser
- Kind to the skin, even with frequent use
- Kills a comprehensive spectrum of bacteria, fungi, yeasts
and limited viruses
- Ethanol content 70%
Art.No. 4798000300
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ALUMINIUM PROFILE OR STAINLESS STEEL STAND
FOR DISINFECTANT DISPENSER
Available individually or in a set
with disinfectant dispenser
- For mobile use
- Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use
- Simple and fast assembly
- High-quality, stable and tilt resistant construction made from
anodised aluminium profiles or stainless steel
- Rubberised baseboards for sensitive, smooth or uneven floors
- Easy to clean surface
- Available individually or in a set with disinfectant dispenser
- Height: 140 cm aluminium profiles / 120 cm stainless steel / 48 cm stainless
steel table stand

Art.No.
4798000212 Stainless steel stand +
4798000200 Disinfectant dispenser

Art.No.
4798000210 Aluminium profile stand +
4798000200 Disinfectant dispenser

MADE IN

GERMANY

Art.No.
4798000214 Stainless steel table stand +
4798000200 Disinfectant dispenser

BUDDY
MULTI-HYGIENE-HOOK
WITH TOUCH PEN

- Contactless use: open, press, push, pull, rotate, hook and
write on touch screens
- No direct contact with contaminated surfaces
- Protection against objects contaminated with bacteria & viruses
- Integrated touch pen
- Very robust thanks to carbon fibre reinforced construction
- Quick and easy cleaning
- Sustainable for more hygiene in everyday life
- The environmentally friendly alternative to disposable gloves
- Wide range of applications: door handles, touch screens, window handles,
lift buttons, EC terminals, PIN pads, vending machines, drawers, cupboards, light
switches, WC lids, taps, soap dispensers, etc.
- Made in Germany

MADE IN

GERMANY

Art.No. 4798000155
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Dual point fixation for
firm and secure hold

Available in two colours
white / umbra grey

MADE IN

GERMANY
In pairs
left / right

HANDS-FREE HYGIENIC DOOR OPENER
FOR USE WITH THE FOREARM
- Ergonomic door handle attachment
- Perfect support for hands-free opening and closing of doors
- Simple and quick installation on existing door handles
- Firm and secure hold through dual fixing points
- Fits all common door handles
- Made from flame-retardant plastic (fire protection class B1 according to DIN 4102-1)
- Quick and easy cleaning
- Insensitive to detergents and disinfectants
- Significant reduction of infection risk
- Inexpensive alternative to fully automatic doors
- Ideal for all public buildings like offices, institutions, schools, hospitals, gyms, 			
restaurants, etc.
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1 Pair (left/right), umbra grey
Art.No. 4798000150

1 Pair (left/right), white
Art.No. 4798000151

